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About This Game

Everything is Peachy is a fast-paced roguish resource gathering game where you play as the hive mind controlling a colony of
peaceful, peach fueled robots.

Your primary objective is to get to the center of the galaxy as you maneuver from planet to planet completing objectives along
the way, surviving hazards, harsh planet conditions and most of all - not running out of peacholium.

On your journey you can collect modules to improve your robots, and maybe, just maybe defeat the ultimate showdown at the
center of the universe.

Key Features:

Create an efficient work stream for delivering peacholium

Find power ups to juice up your robots

Maneuver from planet to planet completing objectives and exploring the procedurally generated galaxy

Pit your wits against various hazards
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Get to the center of the universe to defeat the final boss
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The gameplay was interesting to say the least, however i found it to be rather reptitive early on. the game could use some
improvement. 3\/10. It is a cheap game, but not all that much fun to be had. Providing shallow mechanics and frustration-
inducing balance, at least it looks cute.. Unlike No Man's Sky. The centre of the galaxy has something there. 10\/10. I've played
many a flash and steam game in this genre, so this review is from someone who has expectations of how such a game will
function; this I will aknowledge.

I can't reccomend the game because it ultimately was frustrating to fight with the Controls and Camera. I'm usually pretty
flexible but the auto-camera and more so the inability to have multiple robots moving at once completely ruined the game for
me. If that's the point, then this game isn't so much about strategy as it is about precision clicking. Some people may enjoy that,
but I did not. The camera always following your currently selected robot was actually nausiating after a while even. moreover,
the game doesn't even do you the favor of auto-selecting the next robot available, despite that being literally your only option.
You have to click on it yourself.

Music is also too repetitive, but that's pretty minor compaint. If you like fast precision clicking, get this game. If you're looking
for a lightweight resource\/zone control game, skip this.. Overall a really fun wee game.

Graphics are very well done, the music is catchy (albeit slightly repetitive) and the game mechanics are simple to pick up.
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This is a great game you should buy. I am amazed that 4 people put together such a perfect game. Really fun and you can play it
over and over again. Also it is cheap just $4 ($3.39 right now) and will last hours. Please buy this game so it can expand and the
creator can make more games.. For these price it's a great game :D. - repetitive Music is maddening
- frustrating Controls - already from the tutorial level it is apparent
- no free camera movement
- after completing a few worlds - the bottom planets became unreachable -> cannot see them or go to them

:( such a shame, this game has such a potential !! it could have been amazing... but now it just feels rushed.. The game is a short
fun time killer.. The real question is, why wouldn't I like this game??. This game features an interesting mechanic which
requires you to place robots in an effort to mine peaches. The robots will extend each other\u2019s range and help each other
much in the same friends would if I had any. By playing this game I hope to make a friend and then use them to mine resources
for me.

All in all a fun little game, would recommend.. Quite a fun Indy title, satisfying to click around and collect peaches. Great for
anyone who wants a game they can play with just the mouse.

Can be a bit glitchy at times, but for a new release it runs really well, hasn't crashed on me yet. If i had to improve anything i
would add more resolution options, as i had to run the game windowed due to my native resolution not being supported.

Overall a brilliant game for the money, and i would recommend picking it up for such a low price!
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